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By Nick Harrison

HarperOne. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 480 pages. A powerful new movement is
sweeping across America: Christian men are coming together to make a difference in their families,
churches, businesses, and communities. They are helping one another acknowledge a deep-seated
need and hunger for spiritual nourishment and Christian fellowship. They are sharpening one
anothers understanding of what it means to be a man today. The first book of daily meditations
created expressly for men in search of spirituality, Promises to Keep draws together the words of
hundreds of prominent Christian authors and leaders. Offering inspiration and motivation, this little
treasure provides the spiritual dimensions lacking in the lives of so many and proves that men can
be strong and tender, can lead without tyranny, can be authoritative without arrogance, and can
have relationships with each other that are full of meaning, insight, and even love. This item ships
from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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This book is great. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and beneficial. Its been written in an extremely basic way and it is merely after i finished reading
through this ebook in which basically changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Leopold Schm idt-- Leopold Schm idt

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through once again once again
down the road. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Ja ym e B eier-- Ja ym e B eier
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